The extraordinary Persol acetate gallery is a founding part of the personality of the brand, which over the course of its hundred years of history has developed an unparalleled archive of this captivating material, which has always been crafted with artisan passion and meticulous attention to detail.

2020 sees the arrival of the new Materia collection, which expands the offer with six new exclusive shades characterized by raw material veins that blend with the luminous fluidity typical of acetate. The result is intense, bold colours inspired by Mother Nature's inventions and the latest international fashion trends.

This new palette is making its debut by exclusively featuring on some of Persol's best-selling models, which return to the spotlight as the stars of original combinations partly thanks to the contribution of full lenses with the new gradient colours.

**Calligrapher**  
**PO3166S**  
The Calligrapher Edition panto-style sunglasses, made of acetate and gunmetal metal, are inspired by the captivating skill of calligraphy and combine classic elegance with contemporary style. The perfectly balanced model is decorated with engravings on the temples inspired by calligraphy exercises, small rivets and the stylized Arrow. Now available in the new Materia acetates, it comes in the following versions: blue horn with vintage sky blue lenses; green horn with green lenses.

**Typewriter**  
**PO3108S**  
Round unisex sunglasses with a laser-engraved metal bridge. The model's retro charm is accentuated by details inspired by the mechanics of vintage typewriters. The temples, which feature a triple version of the patented Meflecto system, provide a very comfortable fit and are characterized by the Typewriter Edition signature engraved in vintage font inside. Now available in the new Materia acetates, this elegant and versatile Persol model comes in the following exclusive combinations: black horn with vintage sky blue lenses; red horn with grey-sky blue gradient lenses.
Reflex
PO3046S
The rounded acetate sunglasses recall the shape of a vintage photographic lens and are characterized by the iconic Persol symbols, such as the Arrow, repeated on the sides of the bridge, and the stylized Meflecto on the very light metal temples. Now in the new horn ivory Materia version with brown gradient lenses.